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ON THE FRONTLINE OF

Wildlife Conservation

An in-person perspective by Clark Renfro, RHZ Board Member

It's 8:30 p.m. on a semi-clear night in early November, as a
full moon shines down on the expansive short grass prairie
in western Kansas. Teams of dedicated conservationists
eagerly await on this private ranchland that covers over
10,000 acres, as they assemble to work until daybreak
tomorrow morning to find the elusive black-footed
ferret (BFF).
Our group that searched for BFFs consisted of myself, Dr.
Danelle Okeson and Darrin Wright (RHZ), Travis Livieri,
(one of the country’s leading scientists in BFF research),
and Steve Forrest (former World Wildlife Fund scientist).
Scientists, conservationists, zoo personnel and volunteers
from all corners of the globe gather twice a
year in this area of Logan County, south of
Oakley, over the course of 5 days/nights to
monitor the success of the re-introduction of
BFFs to Kansas. BFFs were first reintroduced to
this site in 2007. BFFs had not been seen in
Kansas since 1957 and were declared extinct
in 1979, until a small colony was found in
northwest Wyoming in 1981. This particular
spot in Logan County is one of only a select
number of sites in the U.S. that support the
reintroduction of BFFs.
The decline of BFFs is linked with the
extermination of prairie dogs, the BFFs main
source of food. Prairie dogs have long been considered
agricultural pests in the western U.S. Thanks to the
Endangered Species Act, devoted local ranchers in Logan
County, and dedicated conservationists, the BFF has been
allowed to make a comeback in Kansas, as well as have
their habitats preserved and protected. BFFs are part of
a treasured ecosystem that stems from the prairie dog
and supports a multitude of species, such as swift foxes,
pronghorn antelope, deer, badgers and burrowing owls,
just to name a few.
The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service orchestrated our efforts
this week. Rolling Hills Zoo plays a key role in the reintroduction effort of BFF’s in Kansas by providing resources
to conduct the survey. In fact, RHZ’s very own Dr. Danelle
Okeson is one of the veterinarians who has a critical role
of overseeing the care and evaluation of captured and
released BFFs. She is a true professional, and without her
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expertise and care, this effort couldn’t happen. Once the
team locates a BFF, it is safely captured. Each captured BFF
is scanned to determine if they are a re-introduced BFF or
a wild-born BFF. Wild-born BFFs don’t have the microchip
yet, but are chipped upon capture. Each BFF caught is also
given vaccinations to provide additional protection against
the elements. Other data is collected and recorded so that
every BFF caught has its information entered into a national
database. Once complete, the BFFs are then carefully
released back into the exact burrow they were found.
In this area, the BFFs' diet consists mainly of black-tailed
prairie dogs, and they live in prairie dog burrows. BFFs
are most active at night, and we search for them with large
spotlights either mounted on pick-up trucks
or carried. When the light shines upon a BFF,
their eyes mirror an emerald green reflection,
a distinct look unlike any other animal on the
prairie. Within the first hour of our search, I
came upon my first wild BFF, an experience like
no other, and this particular curious creature
allowed me to come within a few feet as it
peered out from its burrow. Words cannot
describe what it's like to see one of North
America’s rarest land mammals eye to eye!
This particular evening/morning we caught,
recorded, and released 4 BFFs, and 6 BFFs
were caught and released the previous night.
This is considered a success, as many times groups can go
days without seeing or capturing a single BFF.
Finally, at 9:00 a.m. the following morning we make our
way back to Oakley for some much needed rest as the
team prepares to do it all over again the next evening.
I have a whole new appreciation for the field work being
done, which Rolling Hills Zoo is a big part
of, to save this amazing species and restore
the ecosystem in which they live, so
that one day my daughters and future
generations can experience seeing a
self-sustaining population of
wild black-footed ferrets
right here in our great
state of Kansas!
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Gone But Not Forgotten

Sadie Will Be Missed

Sadly, Rolling Hills Zoo recently said good-bye to Sadie,
the zoo’s female cougar. On November 21st, Sadie was
euthanized due to health issues impacting her quality of life.
At 18 years of age, Sadie had outlived a cougar’s median age
of 16. Born February 1, 1999, Sadie was donated to the Zoo
when she was 3 years old.
Through the years Sadie had become one of our visitors’
favorite animals. The following are some of our zoo keepers’
fondest memories of Sadie:

her keepers. She loved reaching through the mesh with her
front paws while you tried to grab them (she came to RHZ
declawed). She would then take off running, encouraging you
to chase her along the fence and give her foot again and
again."
"Those that cared for her called Sadie our “talker girl” because
when you talked to her she would talk right back to
you."

"When Sadie first came to Rolling Hills Zoo she was housed
with an older female cougar named Dixie. To Dixie’s dismay,
Sadie loved to knock any enrichment around the exhibit, such
as big plastic jugs or large cardboard boxes. The more noise
she could make the better. If you gave Sadie too small of a
box, Dixie would grab it from Sadie, and make sure that there
was nothing left for her to play with."
"Sadie always enjoyed laying on the high bed next to the
viewing window. One of her favorite games was “footy” with

Making The Connection with Wildlife Conservation
By Danelle Okeson, DVM, Rolling Hills Zoo Staff Veterinarian
As many of us become more
disconnected from the natural world,
zoos have an increasingly important
role to play in conservation. Whether
large or small, AZA accredited zoos
have tremendous potential to make a
positive impact through conservation
education, field work, and captive
breeding and research. As an AZA
accredited zoo, Rolling Hills Zoo
contributes in all of these ways.

of contributions that zoos can make
when we collaborate with government
organizations, such as the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and other nongovernmental organizations. Zoos
have contributed to the black-footed
ferret project by providing captive
breeding
facilities,
reproductive
research, and staff and financial
support for field surveys to monitor the
reintroduced population.

Every visitor to RHZ has the opportunity
to learn about the amazing endangered
species under our care. Would someone
living in Kansas be as inclined to care
about rhinoceroses half-a-world away,
if they never had the chance to meet
Joya, Wagasa, or Uzazi in person?
I would argue that they would not.
Would awareness about palm oil
products have any meaning if it was
not connected to Rusa, our Sumatran
orangutan? Probably not.

Each year, RHZ contributes to
international efforts for in situ (in native
habitats) conservation. Non-profit
partners like Turtle Survival Alliance,
Snow Leopard Trust, and the Sahara
Conservation Fund work to save species
in their native lands through efforts
including field research, education,
and helping local communities to
benefit from and conserve local
species. Thanks to the enthusiastic
efforts of two keepers, last year
RHZ made its largest one-time
donation to an international
conservation group, the
Painted Dog Research
Trust. The keepers also
traveled to Zimbabwe
to work in the field.
This helps us
share the story
of painted dogs
with the public
while raising
awareness.

With increasing pressure on wild
spaces and animals; the problems
can seem overwhelming. However, it’s
important to remember our success
stories. Many of us never imagined that
the black-footed ferret would be given
a chance to return to its native prairie in
Kansas. With so much privately owned
land in the state, it took visionary and
brave land owners to provide habitat
for this species. Black-footed ferrets
are a great example of the type

The zoo also contributed to conservation
locally by renovating the zoo’s main
pollinator garden by adding plants
and including a walking path. Thanks
to a collaborative effort by the Topeka
Zoo, Rolling Hills Zoo and the other
Kansas accredited zoos have received
funding for this project. Funds were
also used to add additional pollinator
plants throughout the zoo. Many are
aware of the massive migrations in
Africa, and the bird migrations that
occur seasonally over Kansas, but how
many know about the amazing journey
of the Monarch butterfly? By setting a
positive example, the zoo hopes to
raise awareness by showing the public
that they can make a difference for
wildlife in their own backyard.
Rolling Hills Zoo looks forward to
continuing to grow both our local and
international conservation efforts in the
future. When you support Rolling
Hills Zoo you also support our
wildlife conservation efforts
and help save species for
future generations.

TASTE OF ADVENTURE
DISCOVER TANZANIA

FEATURING JIM GRIGGS, WILDLIFE & NATURE PHOTOGRAPHER
SUNDAY, MARCH 4, 2018
SOCIAL HOUR: 6:00 PM • DINNER: 6:30 PM

Jim Griggs, world traveler and
wildlife & nature photographer,
will take you on a fascinating journey
through Tanzania as you enjoy a delicious
dinner inspired by African culinary delights.
With just over 70 laps under his belt, renowned
photographer, Jim Griggs, is not slowing down!
He has photographed in all 50 states and much of
Canada, but for the past 16 years has been traveling
and photographing in the Galapagos Islands of
Ecuador, Peru and his favorite place, Tanzania.
Jim has been active in photography since 1970. His
involvement in backpacking and the wilderness areas
of Texas in Big Bend and Guadalupe National Parks
led to his keen interest in and photography of the
scenic and wild splendors of the world. Jim has also
been a teaching assistant at Wilderness Photography
Workshops in both Colorado and Wyoming where
he assisted published writer/photographer, Boyd
Norton, catering to clients such as Smithsonian Tours
of Washington, D.C.
In 2018, Jim will be leading photographic trips to both
Tanzania (May 2018) and Peru (October 2018). As
President of the Great Plains Nature Photographers,
a group of over 300 participants, he also leads photo
trips at Maxwell Wildlife Refuge near Canton, Kansas.
Jim’s work has been published by the Sierra Club,
The Nature Conservancy, Wyoming Wildlife,

National Geographic, Shutterbug, Footprints, Plastics
Engineering, Kiplinger’s Retirement Magazine,
National Kart News, Backroads of Colorado and
Extreme Golf among others.
On one of his many adventures Jim loaned two of his
cameras to a couple of Maasai men to shoot with. He
showed them how to zoom and where to push to take
photos and to review them.
“I was shooting video of them with my cameras and
they were taking photos of me doing so. Those guys
were a blast! They spoke no English and I spoke
no Ma, but by the time I left we were good friends.
The next year I brought them 5x7 prints of their
images and mine and they went nuts over those.”
~ Jim Griggs
$30/MEMBERS • $35/NON MEMBERS
Make your reservations online at rollinghillszoo.org,
or call (785) 827-9488 ext. 114. Reservations required.
TASTE
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SPONSORED BY:

LEADING THE WAY
By Paul Fouts, RHZ Education Curator

THROUGH EDUCATION

This Fall, the Education Department has been inspired to
action through our own messages of conservation. During
October, via Wild Wonders and Culture Crawl, we brought
the conservation message to over a thousand students from
the Salina USD 305 school district.
Through Wild Wonders we were fortunate enough to visit
with each 4th grader from USD 305. This program allowed
students to learn about the 3 Rs of Conservation – Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle – and how they can integrate these
methods into their everyday lives. Although most students
admitted they currently were not practicing conservation on
a daily basis, they walked away knowing that roughly 90%
of what they use every day falls under
the umbrella of one of these three Rs.
Culture Crawl presented an avenue
to speak to every 7th grade student
from Lakewood and Salina South
Middle Schools about the harmful
effects of harvesting unsustainable
palm oil in the rainforests of Borneo
and Sumatra. Students learned that
not only is palm oil found in over 50%
of all foods and household products,
but the unsustainable practices used
in cultivating it are directly
responsible for mass deforestation
and the critical endangerment
of species such as the Bornean
orangutan
and
Sumatran
rhinoceros. Students also learned
that they can directly affect change
by practicing smart consumerism,
using tools such as Cheyenne
Mountain Zoo’s Sustainable Palm
Oil Shopping App.

MAKING A BIGGER IMPACT

Speaking to and interacting with
all of these students has inspired
us to expand our own efforts, not only at the zoo but on a
personal level. Even though we were taking the time to do
things such as recycle daily, we felt we could do more and
make what we do more visible to the public.
First, we purchased three large recycling containers for our
upstairs kitchen in the Discovery Center. These containers
will serve as a teaching tool for every program that goes
through Discovery. By replacing the trash can with these
containers, we will be able to show groups that most, if not
all, of the “trash” you throw away can be recycled.
Second, we have begun composting. Most napkins,
paper towels, and food waste can be composted. So, we
purchased biodegradable trash bags and have begun
placing these “wastes” in the appropriate receptacle. Since
Rolling Hills Zoo already composts its animal waste, we
enlisted the help of Landscape Supervisor, Gerrett Morris,
to assist with finding the right place for these items. It will be
a bit of an experiment to test how long it will take for these
items to break down in the environment, but it will also be
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a learning experience that can then be relayed to any future
programs here at the zoo.

THERE'S AN APP FOR THAT

Finally, we downloaded and are using Cheyenne Mountain
Zoo’s Sustainable Palm Oil Shopping App for our personal
shopping. Researching the effects of unsustainable palm oil
cultivation has been an eye opening experience. Palm oil
production across the globe is responsible for clearing over
300 football fields of forest every hour. Simply by purchasing
products made with Certified Sustainable Palm Oil (CSPO)
we can drastically reduce the amount of deforestation and
species annihilation in the rainforests.

THE BIG PICTURE

It seems there may still be
the misconception that zoos
exist solely to display animals,
because we often get asked the
question, “what do things such as
recycling and composting have
to do with the zoo?” The answer
to this question has many layers
and hits at the very heart of the
conservation movement itself. If
we are to protect and maintain
animal species in our world
today, we need to cultivate a
consciousness of caring for the
environment as a whole. Reducing
the amount of waste that goes into
the environment brings us back into
harmony with it. When harmony is
restored, all species thrive. When you
make the conscious act to recycle, you
are choosing to develop this mindset
of harmony.
The animals at Rolling Hills Zoo serve as
a reminder of the beauty and diversity
of nature. Conservation practices are needed to preserve
that beauty and diversity. Our hope is that by bringing
awareness to the conservation movement we will contribute
to creating lasting change in our community.

The Art & Science of Arachnids explores the fascinating world
of spiders, scorpions, and their kin through science, culture,
literature, folklore, pop culture, art and live animals. Whether you
love them or fear them, one thing is certain – you'll be amazed
by these 8-legged marvels. This exhibit includes 100 live species
of arachnids, plus 15 hands-on interactives, including the Spider
Lab and Robotic Predator Prey simulation.

Weave a Web By Partnering
with Rolling Hills Zoo!
With The Art & Science of Arachnids exhibit opening this spring,
area businesses, organizations and individuals are invited to
partner with Rolling Hills Zoo by becoming an Arachnid Exhibit
Sponsor. By joining us during this season-long exhibition, your
company receives real marketing value by gaining access to
an estimated 70,000 guests visiting Rolling Hills Zoo during the
exhibit. Partnering with RHZ also links your brand with a nonprofit organization respected for its message of conservation and
education in a fun family-friendly environment.

An Unexpected Surprise
for Visitors to
Rolling Hills Zoo

While first time visitors to Rolling Hills Zoo expect to see
a zoo, many are pleasantly surprised by the quality. But
what comes as the biggest surprise is RHZ’s Wildlife
Museum. This “hidden gem” is truly an original with
nothing quite like it at any other zoo in the nation. Each
year over 85,000 visitors journey through the museum.
And while one would be hard pressed to see all 500+
mounts in the museum, they marvel at the complexity
and beauty of this collection as they tour the seven
different eco-systems from around the world.

Arachnid Sponsor

Investment Level

Brazilian Black & White

$10,000

Pink Toe

$5,000

African Black Trap Door

$2,500

Singapore Blue

$1,000

King Baboon

$500

Asian Tri-Color

$250

Each sponsorship level is
designed to give you the
most value for your investment.
For details contact
Linda Henderson at
785-827-9488, ext. 131
or linda@rollinghillszoo.org.

At Rolling Hills Zoo, the wildlife dioramas are sponsored
by individuals and corporations. Sponsorships are a
vital piece to maintaining this extraordinary museum.
Not only do the waterfalls and robotics need to be
maintained, the museum also requires a positive
pressure air-flow system to keep bugs, dirt and dust out.
Due to the incredible mounts on exhibit, the building’s
humidity must be maintained, and once a year the
mounts receive a specilized cleaning.
Diorama sponsorships are available from $5,000 on
up and lasts for five years. Sponsorship payments can
be paid at once or over the course of the sponsorship.
A diorama sponsorship is a great way to honor a loved
one or your organization, while helping to maintain
an extraordinary tourist attraction in central Kansas.
Currently there are a number of dioramas available
for sponsorship.
For more information on available
diorama sponsorships, contact
Linda Henderson at 785.827.9488 ext. 131.
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Members Have Asked... And We Listened!
NEW MEMBERSHIP LEVEL NOW AVAILABLE
Rolling Hills Zoo is adding a new level to the annual membership offerings, a Family Plus Membership. Like a Family
Membership, this level includes two adults living in the same household and their children under the age of 18.
The difference is that it allows the family to bring one guest each time they visit. This is a perfect option when you wish to
bring a grandparent, a child’s friend, or an out-of-town guest.
This option can also cover a babysitter or nanny. When both parents are working, a sitter may bring the children to the
Zoo on the Family Plus membership. The sitter must present one of the two adult membership cards upon admission.
The cost for the Family Plus is $130.
Questions? Feel free to contact Kathy at (785) 820-8567 or email Kathy@rollinghillszoo.org.

SPRING BREAK:

Go WILD

March 17-25, 2018
EVERY DAY, ALL DAY:
•
•
•
•
•

Keeper Encounters Throughout the Day
Tram Rides ($3)
Kid’s Country
Nature Playground
Overlook Restaurant Daily
Lunch Specials ($)
• Gift Shop Specials ($)

ZOOrific saturday, march 24
EGGStravaganza!

TH

HALF-PRICE ADMISSION ALL DAY FOR CHILDREN 12 & UNDER
By popular demand our Zoo Egg Hunt is now an all-day event (rather
than a specific time with huge crowds and a mad dash)! Kids will enjoy
the egg hunt on their own time with plenty of photo opps as well!
Activities from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.:
• Egg Hunt at the Bunny Patch
(1 visit to the Bunny Patch & 12 egg limit per child)
• Face Painting in the Museum Lobby ($2 minimum donation)
• Keeper Encounters Throughout the Day
• Visit the Easter Bunny - 9 a.m.-11 a.m. & 1 p.m.-3 p.m. (Bring your
own camera OR RHZ framed photos are $8)
• Storytime at Twig - The Curiosity Tree! 11 a.m. & 1 p.m.
• Restaurant Lunch Special - Sloppy joe, chips & drink, $5.99
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Wild at Heart

Adopt your sweetheart's favorite animal, and Zoo
staff will personally deliver their adoption package to
the location of your choice (within the Salina area) on
Valentine’s Day. Included will be:
Certificate of adoption
Animal fact sheet
5 x 7 animal photo
8” plush animal
Special
chocolate package
Subscription to
Animal Tales Newsletter

You Pick the Adopted Animal:

Python

Rhino

Ostrich

Coati

Lemur

Amur Leopard

Free package delivery
to Salina addresses on
Wednesday, Feb. 14th.*
Shipping available for
sweethearts out of the
area! (extra S&H fee)
Deadlines: In-town
delivery is Feb. 11th.
*Out of town is Feb 5th.

ORDERING IS EASY!
1. Go to rollinghillszoo.org. Click on Wild at Heart.
2. Place your order online or download the form.

Jungle
Love
Dinner
ROLLING HILLS ZOO
JOB FAIR
SAT, JAN 27, 2018
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
at the Wildlife Museum
Conference Center
Hiring Seasonal Staff For:
Landscape
Education
Restaurant
Gift Shop
Tram
Bar/Wait Staff
We'll also be taking applications
for non-paid internships!
Qualifications:
Excellent people skills, available
to work weekends and holidays,
16 years of age or older.
Résumé not required
but welcomed. Applications and
interviews completed that day.

snowy safari
all-boys
overnight

fri, feb 16, 2018
SAT, FEB 10th, 2018

Reservations are
available every 30 min.
from 6:00-7:30 p.m.
An exclusive, romantic
four-course dinner,
served in a very intimate
setting in different parts
of the "world" within the
Wildlife Museum.
Enjoy a sparkling glass of
bubbly and appetizer as you
arrive. Then enjoy a specially
prepared salad, surf & turf
entrée, and dessert!
Space is very limited and
reservations are required.
Deadline is February 5th, or
when reservations are full.
$75/Couple

Ages 8 - 12
$30 Per Person
7 p.m. - 9 a.m.
This Overnight
Adventure Includes:
• Creature Construction
• Campfire
• Night Walk thru the Zoo
• Flashlight Activity & Tour
of the Museum
• Breakfast
• Morning Tram Ride thru
the Zoo
Advance payment required.

Sign Up Today!

Call 785.827.9488 x132
or email school.groups@
rollinghillszoo.org

To Register or Find More Info on these Events: Call (785) 827-9488, ext. 114
or visit our website: www.rollinghillszoo.org
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ANNUAL CORPORATE SPONSORS

Schedule of Events
January 1

Happy New Year!
RHZ is Closed

February 14

Wild at Heart

January 2

Toddler Tuesday

March 4

Taste of Adventure

January 7

Art Gone Wild Gallery
Show Closes

March 6

Toddler Tuesday

March 13

Match Madness

January 27

Rolling Hills Zoo Job Fair

February 6

Toddler Tuesday

February 10

Jungle Love

March 17-25 Spring Break: Go Wild!
March 24

ZOOrific EGGstravaganza

Save the Date for

MATCH MADNE$$
March 15, 2018 • 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
at Salina Fieldhouse
Match Madness is right around the corner, and with your help
Rolling Hills Zoo could be a major player this year!
On THURSDAY, March 15th, Rolling Hills Zoo will be participating in Greater Salina
Community Foundation’s Match Madness, a special day where you can make a gift to
Rolling Hills Zoo’s endowment fund and have it matched up to 50% by GSCF.
This year’s event has some exciting new twists - including moving to the new Salina
Fieldhouse! In the spirit of March Madness, while making your donation, you can catch
the first round of the NCAA Tournament,
snap a photo at the Photo Booth, and
check out the Free Throw Contest!
You can help Rolling Hills Zoo
score big this year during
Match Madness!
Mark your calendar now and
plan to join us.
Watch your mail - more details to come
as Match Madness draws near!

Our Mission

Rolling Hills Zoo is dedicated
to the preservation of wildlife
through participation in
conservation programs and by
providing fun and interactive
educational experiences.

Board of Directors
Sandy Walker, President
Clark Renfro, Vice President
Morrie Soderberg, Sec. / Tres.
Tim Foist
Mandi Graber
Gary L. Harbin, M.D.
Julie Sager Miller
Ryan Payne, M.D.
Tom Pestinger
Joel Phelps
Carolyn L. Walker
Trace Walker
Carolyn Wedel
Travis Young
Founder:
Charles W. Walker
1932-2012

Staff

Robert Jenkins, Executive Director
Kathy Tolbert, Assistant Director
Brenda Gunder, General Curator
Jeff Parker, Director of Operations
Tracy Allen, Sales & Events Manager
Danelle Okeson, DVM
Linda Henderson, Director of
Marketing & Development
Theresa Cannefax, Education/
Volunteer Coordinator
Paul Fouts, Education Curator
Debra Foley, Executive Assistant
Cassie Waitt, Conference Center Mgr.
Gerrett Morris, Landscape Super.

